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Abstract—Nowadays, social networks play an important role in many aspects of people’s life and in traveling in particular. People share their experience and opinions not only on specialized sites, like TripAdvisor, but also in social networks, e.g. Instagram. Combining information from different sources we can get a manifold dataset, which covers main sights, famous buildings as well as places popular with city residents. In this paper, we propose method for generation of walking tours based on large multi-source dataset. In order to create this dataset, we developed data crawling framework, which is able to collect data from Instagram at high speed. We provide several use cases for the developed itinerary generation method and demonstrate that it can significantly enrich standard touristic paths provided by official site.

I. INTRODUCTION

Tourism became an inherent part of the vacations: a lot of people tend to spend their free time in a different country, and in recent years there is a rise of BRIC countries as an outbound traveling destinations [1]. Moreover, not only destinations change, but travel patterns transform as well. Mobile technologies and applications play an increasingly significant role in the tourism: from travel planning to recommendations of places-to-visit [2]. Usage of mobile or web services allows tourists to freely change their plans, unlike tour services [3]. Since it is impossible to see everything during the travel, people try to decide what to see with the help of supporting information from mobile applications to specific websites like official government guides. However, information available from official sources is mostly just a short list of interesting places and things to do. Official guides in some cases also provide information about touristic routes, but such maps are based on some set of the most famous locations in a city. For instance, on the Saint Petersburg Official City Guide ‘Visit Petersburg’ only 164 different locations are included in the official walking routes. In contrast, TripAdvisor contains ten times more interesting places for Saint Petersburg. And if we compare it with the number of points of interest in Instagram (6400 points), we can say that official site dramatically lacks information about the city.

The primary purpose of this work is to introduce a method for touristic walking routes construction, which satisfies time limitations and user preferences. To fill routes with interesting places, we use multi-source data that combines data from official city guide, TripAdvisor and Instagram. Instagram is a fast-growing social network dedicated to photo-sharing and a promising source for scientific researches [4]. Almost 20% of its content contains information about location, which is in 30 times more than in Twitter [5]. Combination of information sources allows to cover up all possible types of locations: from citizens’ the most popular Instagram spots to an establishment approved by tourists and the most valuable historical and cultural places. At the same time, this approach can shed the light of the actual popularity of places based on a combination of TripAdvisor rating and Instagram check-ins.

To satisfy time restrictions, we proposed a balancing strategy for daily routes, where the pathway begins in some user-defined location and goes through all selected sites concerning the time, which the person is ready to spend on sightseeing. The resulting path ends at the closest subway station if the individual has the route for next day, and at the last location otherwise. Ant colony optimization algorithm (ACO) [6] was used to construct such paths for each day separately. Interactive maps of routes obtained during experiments are available at GitHub (https://mukhinaks.github.io/walking-route-generation).

II. RELATED WORKS

The issue of automatic recommendations for tourists has been actively investigated since the beginning of the 21st century [7]. With the spreading of the Internet all across the world, social media started to play a major role in the tourism area from marketing aspects to information search and decision making [8]. Geospatial data obtained from social networks (photos and posts) have been actively used to search for so-called areas or points of interest [9], the usage of big data technologies and clustering methods allows for the automatic detection of key attraction points [10]. As a source for geotagged data the photo sharing sites, like Panoramio [11], [12] and Flickr [13], [14], are widely used, but nowadays scientists are moving to social networks, i.e., Twitter [15], Foursquare, and Instagram [16], [17], due to their high growing rate and availability. Usage of tourists data helps to reveal the main visual tourist attraction areas in a city, which can be used for the future urban development or comparison between cities [18]. A simple method to divide tourist from locals is temporary windows, where all posts of the user must fit into N days. This concept was proposed by a group of researchers in 2008 [19]. In further studies, the size of the window varied, depending on the particular city [20]. In our previous work we successfully applied this concept to distinguish city residents from tourists [21].

Touristic route recommendations. Moreover, social network data is used for touristic recommendation systems, and some systems even suggest paths through city landmarks.
Photo2Trip [22] is a web-based service for trip route planning. The system allows to create paths concerning time spent in some area, e.g. park, the resulting path is constructed from places extracted from geotagged photos. Another approach was presented in [23], the recommended travel trajectory was obtained by a combination of existing popular routes, which were restored from Flickr geotagged photos. The improvements for path construction algorithm were proposed in [24], where authors presented several techniques to reduce the execution time. The time-respected travel recommendation system was described in [25]. The proposed approach consists of two phases: on the first stage route searching is performed to select the appropriate candidates; on the second stage heuristic algorithm is used to enhance the route. The algorithm for trip construction considering travel budget and time required for visiting points of interest was presented in [26]. However, in all works mentioned above potential attraction points were extracted from one source only, whereas recent studies showed that the more accurate results can be obtained using several sources [27]. Combination of multiple sources, Flickr and Wikipedia, was used in TripBuilder [28]. However, Wikipedia provides information only about a list of relevant places and limited by the historical and well-known locations. In [29], authors used touristic guides such as Yahoo Travel and Lonely Planet to extract information about places and combined it with Flickr data. In contrast, in our work we use different sources to enhance final dataset, not to narrow it down. The idea behind using multiple sources is to reveal interesting places, which stay unnoticed by specialized web services and government. It is the generally accepted that recommended route should consist of the list of established places. However, the results showed that people tend to visit both places from the official source and unmentioned areas.

### III. WALKING TOURS BUILDING METHOD

Places of attraction in the city can be represented as a complex network [30] using the graph \( G = \langle V, E \rangle \), where \( V \) is a set of locations, and \( E \) is a list of paths between them. Thus, travel routes form a subgraph of the graph \( G \). A search of the optimal path, which combines shortness and best tourists' valuation, is an NP-hard problem, as classical optimization problems, such as traveling salesman problem and knapsack problem [31]. The construction of route with predefined set of locations based on solving of Orienteering Problem with Compulsory Vertices [32], where resulting path must contain all nodes from the set of mandatory places. Metaheuristic algorithms have proven to be very efficient for solving these tasks [33], [34], [35]. The main idea of the method proposed in this paper is to apply ant colony optimization algorithm (ACO) to enrich the basic walking route generated using set of nearest points of interest gathered from social networks and official guide. Authors of [36] showed that ACO is one the most promising algorithm for solving orienteering problem in terms of solution quality and computation time.

#### Basic route

Before the start of the algorithm execution, the user specifies the number of datum points – locations, which he or she wants to visit. The number of these points is denoted as \( N_v \). The user also specifies two parameters – number of days allocated for sightseeing \( D \) and maximum time of walking per day \( t_{max} \). The order of points’ traversal can be changed using Google Directions API to obtain an optimal path. Thus, the initial route is represented as \( G^{rt} = \langle V^{rt}, E^{rt} \rangle \), where \( V^{rt} \) is an ordered datum points and \( E^{rt} = \{ e^{rt} = (v^{rt}_{i}, v^{rt}_{i+1}, t^{rt}_{i}) | i \in [0, N_v - 2], v^{rt}_{i}, v^{rt}_{i+1} \in V^{rt} \} \) is an ordered subset of transitions between location \( v^{rt}_{i} \) and \( v^{rt}_{i+1} \), where \( t^{rt}_{i} \) indicates the time required to walk from \( v^{rt}_{i} \) to \( v^{rt}_{i+1} \) and visit \( v^{rt}_{i+1} \). After that, the average time per day is calculated as an arithmetic mean of all times required for visiting places and times for walking between them:

\[
   t_{day\_average} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{|E^{rt}|} t^{rt}_{i}}{D},
\]

where \( |E^{rt}| \) is the cardinality of edges set. All locations are divided into groups for each day in order to balance daily routes. The group formed as a set of consecutive locations from the raw route represented by intervals \( \{ E^{rt}_{j} \}_{j=1}^{D} \), where \( E^{rt}_j = \{ e^{rt}_1, \ldots, e^{rt}_{n+1} \} \), which total time is less than \( t_{day\_average} \) and total time for set \( E^{rt}_j = \{ e^{rt}_1, \ldots, e^{rt}_{n+1} \} \) is greater than average time. In case when \( e^{rt}_{n+1} \) cannot be added to \( E^{rt}_j \), locations \( v^{rt}_{n+2}, v^{rt}_{n+3}, \ldots, v^{rt}_{n+n} \) will be moved to the next day, and the last interval of \( E^{rt}_{j} \) will be the route from \( v^{rt}_{n+1} \) to the closest subway station. The route for next day will start from the closest subway station to \( v^{rt}_{n+n+2} \). Finally, for each day every time \( t^{rt}_{i} \) for \( v^{rt}_{i} \in E^{rt}_j \) is scaled in order to equalize the total time of daily route and \( t_{max} \).

#### Path enrichment

For each day we get a basic route with a set of locations, which must be visited and required time for the transition between them. The enriched path for each interval \( e^{rt}_i \) is constructed by using ACO. Every ant in a colony tries to reach \( v^{rt}_{i+1} \) from \( v^{rt}_i \) by going through a set of candidates \( V^{rt}_i \subset V \). Places that can be considered as candidates are selected from a circle area between two datum points \( \mathcal{V}_j = \{ v \in V | d(v^{rt}_i, v) \leq d(v^{rt}_i, v^{rt}_{i+1}) \} \) \( V^{rt} \) (Fig. 1a).

The probability of choosing location \( v \) with previous location \( v^{rt}_i \) is defined by the following equation:

\[
   p_{v^{rt}_i, v} = \frac{\rho_v \cdot \tau_{v^{rt}_i, v} \cdot \eta_v}{\sum_{v' \in \mathcal{V}_j} \rho_v \cdot \tau_{v^{rt}_i, v'} \cdot \eta_v},
\]

where \( \alpha, \beta \) are control parameters of the algorithm; \( \tau_{v^{rt}_i, v} = (1 - \rho) \cdot \tau_{v^{rt}_i, v} + \sum \Delta \tau_{v^{rt}_i, v} \) is the amount of pheromones deposited by single ant, \( \rho \) is pheromones evaporation coefficient.

\[
   \Delta \tau_{v^{rt}_i, v} = \begin{cases} 
   \frac{1}{t_{max}} \cdot \left( \frac{t^{rt}_{i+1}}{t_{max}} \right)^2, & \text{if the constructed path satisfies time conditions,} \\
   0, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

The attractiveness of a certain point is computed by this formula:

\[
   \eta_v = a \cdot (w_{spb} + w_{ins} + w_{Adv}) + b \cdot r_v + c \cdot k_v,
\]

where \( a, b, c \) – weight coefficients, \( w_{spb} = 1 \), if \( v \) is listed in the official guide, \( w_{ins} = 0 \), otherwise;
in this work $\alpha = 2$ and $\beta = 3$, evaporation coefficient is set to $\rho = 0.1$ since it is a common parameter for solving problems of similar types [39], [40]. In addition to that, due to equipollent importance of all factors $a = b = c = 1$.

Due to the stochastic nature of ACO, the path with the best score from all iterations is taken for each interval. After that, once again Google Directions API is used to construct a final path for each day in vacation. As a result, walking routes are built, and all locations are ordered in a convenient sequence to visit. The path for the first day starts at the first datum point $v_0^{rt}$ and ends at the subway station, the last day starts at the closest subway station and ends at the last location $v_{N_d}^{rt}$, all days in the middle start and end at subway stations.

IV. DATASETS

In order to perform experimental evaluation of the developed method we collected three datasets from the following sources – official city guide, TripAdvisor, and Instagram. Since the site ‘Visit Petersburg’ provides information from server to web-client in JSON form, we easily gathered 164 unique places along with itineraries for them. TripAdvisor does not provide API for working with data, but all its pages have strict format and structure, we developed data crawler that extracts general information about places, their ratings and reviews. As a result, TripAdvisor’s ‘things-to-do’, excluding touristic agencies and other things, which are not particular places, contain 1724 locations of different types. Collecting data from Instagram is much harder than from other sites because it does not provide public API and takes measures to prevent data crawling, like IP bans and requests signing with client-side tokens. Finally we came to the solution that operates in a distributed fashion using manager and worker nodes. Manager distributes entities, which are required to collect (locations or user profiles) among workers and workers perform requests through Instagram GraphQL API imitating behavior of users scrolling down web pages. As a result, raw Instagram data for the period from 1 January 2016 to 1 July 2017 contains 6436 geo points, 1,163,920 unique users and 11,667,119 posts.

A. Data preparation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top 10 places by Instagram check-ins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevskiy Prospect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palace square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Isaac’s Cathedral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasilyevsky Island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church of the Savior on Spilled Blood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulkovo Airport St. Petersburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrogradsky District</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park of the 300th anniversary of St. Petersburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Palace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krestovsky Island</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ant repeats the process of a new place selection until the location $v_{i+1}^{rt}$ is reached or the constructed path exceeds the time limit. When all ants finish, the next iteration begins. The final route score is defined as total sum of scores $\eta_0$ of all locations except first one $v_0^{rt}$. The number of ants in a colony is dynamic and depends on the cardinality of $|V_j|$ and equaled to $N \cdot |V_j|$ ants, where $N \in N$. The appropriate value of $N$ as well as the number of iterations will be discussed in details in section V-A. Meantime, it should be noted that $\eta$ is varied in the interval $[0; 5]$ since $r$ always greater than 0 and at least one from the sum of $w_{spk}$, $w_{inst}$, $w_{Adv}$ is distinct from zero, otherwise the place won’t be on the list. That is why it is normalized by 5 for $\Delta \tau$ calculation. Control influence parameters are usually varied between 1 and 5 [37], [38],

$$w_{Adv} = \frac{k^n}{k_{max}^{n}},$$

where $k^n$ is the amount of Instagram visitors in point $v$, $k_{max}^{n}$ is the maximum amount of visitors in selected area $V_j$;

$$w_{Adv} = \frac{1}{5} \cdot \frac{\zeta}{\mu_{max}},$$

where $\zeta_\mu \in [0;5]$ is TripAdvisor’s rating, $\mu^{n}$ – number of reviews for location $v$, and $\mu_{max}$ is maximum amount of reviews in area $V_j$;

$$\tau_a = \frac{\ell(v_i^{rt}, v_{i+1}^{rt})}{\ell(v_i^{rt}, v_j^{rt}) + d(v_i^{rt}, v_{i+1}^{rt}), v_j}$$

is path length between points, $d(v_i^{rt}, v_{i+1}^{rt}, v_j)$ is the distance from point $v$ to path calculated as Euclidean to polygon chain (Fig. 1b);

$$\kappa_a = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \frac{\zeta_\mu}{\eta_i},$$

where $M$ - amount of Instagram users, who visited current location $v$ and at least one of datum points $V^{rt}$, $\eta_i \in [0; N_d]$ is the amount of locations from list $V^{rt}$, which user visited.
The main problem of using datasets from different sources is to unite them correctly. Since the Internet resources set the geographical coordinates by themselves, there is a common situation when different data points correspond to the same place. In addition to this, the Instagram points related to one place can be at different distances and have different spelling of the name and address, which in the general case may not coincide, so it cannot be simply combined according to coordinates or title. Thus, the final list of locations was obtained by several steps. First, for datasets from TripAdvisor and Official City Guide, it is assumed that they consist of unique lists only. For Instagram places, information about addresses, names, and coordinates are extracted from Google using API Google Places. Points with the exact match of address, coordinates and name are considered as the same place. Finally, places combining by similar address and name considering this priority: Official City Guide, TripAdvisor, and the most popular Instagram place.

As a result, it was obtained 4,434 unique places for the city area. Herewith, from the 100 most popular Instagram places visited by more than 10,000 people, only 25 is listed in the official list and 48 present in TripAdvisor’s list. For example, the first 10 places from list is presented in Table I. Thus, the use of data from Instagram opens up opportunities for detection of popular places that have not been taken into account in official sources.

To propose a reasonable duration of visit in some area, it was decided to divide all places into four categories: Nature & Parks, Sights & Landmarks, Concerts & Shows, and Museums & Libraries. Each category has its own estimated time of visit [28]: 15 minutes for Sights & Landmarks, 1 hour for Nature & Parks, and 2 hours for others.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Algorithm adjustment

For the parameters adjustment of ACO, we took a route with 12 locations from the official city guide (http://www.visit-petersburg.ru/en/route/1/?category=1). This set of locations covers city center where the majority of PoIs located and it was also used for experiments. For all further experiments, the final path was computed inside the area where all locations are close to start and finish points (Euclidian distances between location and start and end points are less or equal than the Euclidian distance between start and end points). The ants’ number coefficient $n$ varied from 0.1 to 2, it was shown that for a large number of points in the dataset ACO performs better for the number of ants starting from $n = 0.25$. A number of iterations varied in range [10, 20, 50, 100, 200]. For each point the framework was launched 100 times. As it can be seen from the plot (Fig. 4), the average route score is growing with the increase of iterations number, but after 50 iterations the rise is slowing down. A similar tendency is observed for incrementing the ants’ number: there is a dramatic rise in the average score when the number of ants doubled, however, in case of $n = 2$ the result is quite similar. Thus, the optimal parameters regarding performance and execution speed are $n = 1$ and 100 iterations.

B. Official routes enrichment

The first example is an improvement of one-day routes from Official City Guide. All points from walking paths were taken as datum points with maximum time for the whole route equaled to 10 hours. On the Fig. 3a, the route ’Alongside the Moika river’ (http://www.visit-petersburg.ru/en/route/20/) is shown. It is clear that improved path 3b is quite similar to the original path. This result is caused by several time-consuming datum points. However, the initial number of locations almost doubled (6 and 11 for original and improved paths, respectively). All additional locations belong to ’Sights & Landmarks’ category and require not more than 15 minutes to visit.

In Fig. 4a the original route ‘Grand Ducal Petersburg’ (http://www.visit-petersburg.ru/en/route/13/) is presented. It is clear that this route has small number of places which has a small number of places, and the obtained result differs significantly. The enrichment path contains 15 locations including four datum points from the raw route and 11 extra.

Hence, in case of lack of time and several locations with a long-duration visit, the extra places will be mostly from ’Sights & Landmarks’ group. With increased time limits or smaller the set of datum points, number of extra locations and their diversity in categories expands.

![Graph of route score improvement](image-url)
C. Vacation length

To illustrate differences for 1-, 2-, and 3-days walking paths, we selected 5 places as the initial locations list: Park Pobedy, Sennaya ploschad’ (square), Loft Project Floors Exhibition Hall, The State Hermitage Museum and Kazan Cathedral. This set of locations covers both residential district and city center. Also, these places have all possible types of estimated times of visit and different combinations of characteristics, for example, Loft Project Floors Exhibition Hall is famous on Instagram, but is not listed in the official guide, and The State Hermitage Museum has high ranking in all three sources. As can be seen from the Fig. 5 (top), due to the daily time limit new locations cannot be added to the path, so the route contains only datum points. In contrast, the walking path could be easily managed in 2 days (Fig. 5 center), locations were balanced between two days, that is why the first-day route (purple line) contains fewer datum points than in a single-day route. The path for the second day (green line) also starts at the subway station and finishes at the last mandatory location. 3-days path (Fig. 5 bottom) contains more interesting places for intervals in second and third days due to the balancing. The resulting scores are 13.52, 32.38 and 41.23 for 1, 2 and 3 days, respectively. The total path for the single-day route contains only 5 datum points; 2-days route includes 10 places for the first day and 7 places for the second day excluding subway stations; 3-days route contains 22 locations in total where 10 places are planned to visit on the first day, 5 places for the second day, and 7 places in the last day.

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS

In this work, the method for touristic walking pathways generation was presented, resulting paths satisfy the time limitations for vacation length and daily walk and consists of official recommendations, high-ranking TripAdvisor places, and most popular Instagram locations. There was shown a comparison of the actual walking tour from Official City Guide and enrichment paths; results showed that even in worst conditions (large list of time-consuming locations and short duration of vacation) the resulting route contains a comparable number of new locations to the size of the initial list. In case then all locations can not be seen in a single day, the algorithm will produce balanced routes for each day of vacation starting and ending at subway closest to desirable locations.

However, there are several directions to enhance these results. The first direction is based on the idea to expand considered places to predict person’s needs: cafe, restaurants, and WI-FI points could be included in the set of places. In addition to that, walking path can start and end in someone’s
hotel and other types of public transport such as buses, trams could be added for convenience of the end user. 

Extra aspect is corresponding to locations merge. If someone takes ancient palace, adjacent park, and fountain inside this park as datum points in our method they will be considered as three different places, but in fact, it is a single one. Nevertheless, this idea should be applied carefully, since if something is mentioned separately it is probably an important and exciting place, and user attention should be drawn to that location.

Another way of route improvement is to add information about work hours into the dataset. The plays in theaters usually take place at night, thus during the day theater should be an exciting place, and user attention should be drawn to that.

Another aspect of route improvement is to add information about work hours into the dataset. The plays in theaters usually take place at night, thus during the day theater should be an exciting place, and user attention should be drawn to that location.

Another way of route improvement is to add information about work hours into the dataset. The plays in theaters usually take place at night, thus during the day theater should be an exciting place, and user attention should be drawn to that location.
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